JUST A FEW
DAYS TO A
HEALTHIER
YOU
Introducing the iPro®2 myLog App
iPro®2 myLog Benefits*:
Logging events is now easier with no paper logsheets
Save time at your doctor’s office when your events upload automatically
Uncover the cause and effect between your daily activities and glucose

Your New iPro2 myLog Experience**:
1

DOWNLOAD the app from iTunes store or Google Play by searching “iPro2 myLog”
iPro2 myLog

2

SET UP
Create an iPro2 myLog app account using your email address and create a password
During setup, ask your doctor’s office for their Clinic ID (US
(healthcare professional can find ID at www.carelinkipro.com)

3

-

LOG EVENTS
Add and edit events, such as meals and exercise, during the evaluation.
- Confirm the event time
- Check your blood sugar 3-4 times a day, before meals & bedtime.
Events will be automatically uploaded to your doctor’s report
Note: Do not use emojis in the notes as it will affect the reports.
Do not manually change your phone’s time. If traveling, let your
phone’s time change automatically.

4

AFTER THE EVALUATION ENDS
Return your iPro2 device to your doctor’s office for uploading
Review reports with your healthcare professional

*myLog App only works with iPro2 evaluations
**Average data usage per evaluation period is less than 1MB

)

NAVIGATE
THROUGH
THE APP
Blood Sugar

LOG BLOOD SUGAR
1. Click on the “Blood Sugar” icon in the home screen
2. Type in blood sugar value and confirm time it was taken
3. Click “Save” on the top right to save

Home Screen

LOG IN YOUR EVENTS
Expanded
Events Menu

BLOOD SUGAR
Record blood sugar and exact time

MEALS
Record meal sizes and time

TREATMENTS
Record your diabetes medications,
dosage and time

SLEEP
Enter sleep start and end time

NOTES
Record anything that might affect
your blood sugar (stress, illness, etc.)

ALL
See a summary of entries,
add/edit events.

EXERCISE
Record physical activity,
intensity and time

MAIN MENU OPTIONS
Main Menu

EVENT CALENDAR

CONNECT APPS & DEVICES

See a summary of entries,
add/edit events

Sync with Fitbit® tracker to
automatically log sleep and exercise

REMINDERS

HELP

Set reminders to check blood sugar

SETTINGS

END EVALUATION*

Update treatment (medication
and insulin) and units

Use only if instructed by
your doctor
*Allows the evaluation to be ended earlier than scheduled.

Questions? MedtronicDiabetes.com/iPro2 or 1-800-646-4633 Option 1, then 3
Important Safety Information
iPro2 myLog is a mobile software application that is used in conjunction with the iPro2 professional continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) system. The myLog app does not retrieve any
data from the iPro2 recorder itself. Rather, the information submitted or uploaded to the myLog app by you (the end user) is transmit-ted to Medtronic’s CareLink iPro web-based
software.
The iPro2 system: Is intended for prescription use only. Does not allow data to be made available directly to patients in real time. Provides data that will be available for review by physicians
after the recording interval (up to 144 hours). Is intended for occasional rather than everyday use. Is to be used only as a sup-plement to, and not a replacement for, standard invasive
measurement.
Fitbit is a registered trademark and service mark of Fitbit, Inc. iPro2 myLog is designed for use with the Fitbit platform. This product is not put out by Fitbit, and Fitbit does not service or
warrant the functionality of this product.
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